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ABSTRACT
The Education for All Handicapped Children Adt,

Public Law (PL) 94-142, exemplifies the trend in American public
policy toward the "legalization" of. educational issues previously
left to political or Rrofessional solution. Such legislation
characteristically includes a focus on individual rights, the use of
legal concepts and modes of reasoning, and the provision of legal
techniques such as written agreements and court-like procedures to
enforce and protect rights. In the area of spgcial edutafion,
"Pennsylvania Association for Retarded Children (PARC1 y.:'
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania" marked the end of the first stage of
legalization, transliai4g political pronouncements into legal
guarantees and preckOitating widesprea61itigation on behalf of the
handicapped. The,"PARC" and subsequentAlecisions were crucial in
initiating and shaping federal,legislative policy involving special
education. As the culmination of the legalization process through
federal legislation,, PL 94-142 emphasizes due process and procedural
Matters more thln it does substantive issues, such as what
constitutes an appropriate education. Although such legislation was
necessary to bring attention to'and legitimate the educational'claims
of the'handicapped, the legalized model should not be relied upon too
heavily and could be mo8ified to avoid some bf its detrimental
effects, including its potential for distorting the allocation of ,

education resources. (JBM)\
1.
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Abstract

Legalization has been called a major trend in American public life. Yet

it is a phenomenon that is conceptuallruaclear and little understood in the way

it affette the institutions dn which it comes to,operate.

In this paper we,look at special education, the subject of major federal

legislation in. 1975, namelr the Educatión for All handicapped Children. Act,

We examine that legislation; the process leading to its passage and implementa-

tion as a case study in ltgaliztion. Wt outline our understanding of the

concept of legalization and its motivations, and analyze how it has come power-

fully to shape this policy area. Wt then discuss the effects of legalization

> on the institutions into.which it is introduced, in this caie the education

system, looking both at the use of the due process procedures and the wider

contextual setting of'legalization in the education sphert.
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.

INTHOPUCTION
.

Policy. has recent.ly witnessed theAmerican public

legalization of a host ;f issues previously left to political-or,
0

professional solution.1. The declaration of substantive righis

coupled with reliance on law-like procedures, has become a

characteristic way of framing policy: While legalization has
0

been-studied in a number, of contexts - industry,2 'regulat3,on,4

education,4 and race relations5 among them - lack a precise

,-specification of what the term legalizon means, how it coMes

to dominate an area of policy, and its effects in various

contexts.5

This article Contributes to the understanding of theso

issues by foCusing on sPecial educhtion pblicy. the capstone of

the policy AS the Education for All Handicapped Children Act'

1.975, coomonlv referred to as )

Public Law 94-144 (PL 94-142)7:

Perhaps more than any .other law, that Act imposed the fbrms of

law on existing organizations - schools - 'which have hitherto

relied on other bases for decision making.8. The genesis of the.

1975 federal Special education legislation is to be found in the

activities of special education interest groups during the

preceding two decades. The development" of. legalization

commenced with the struggle to have the, claims of the

handicapped,initially defined in the political arena, recognized

as rights. buring the 1960s, in the atmosphere of ,Ofe

rights movement and the War on Pbverty, the movement shifted 'its

attention from the polt tic-alsphere-to the courts, wresting from

the judiciary' legal recognition of those rights under the

Constitution. AcknowleOgement by the coUrts marks the end of tbe"
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first'stage ot the legalization of special education policy.
4

Rights cost money. Court-mandated 'rights generated
-

.. .

pressures on ;state :pv.prnmen'ts fo'r new funding and this in turn
.,..

led states to demand finincial- assistance' from the federal
. . .

government. 13y .thevtime th'e issue of special education rbached

the federal level, however, cou'rt pronouncements had already
a

importantly shaped .its contours: Later policy decisions bore

the mark of those initial formulations. The 'logiC of

legalization carried throligh-into the more political phases of

policy making, constraining some policy options,. precluding

othert and suggesting measures compatible with the legal ideas
I., '-

already contained in the court decisions. As a result, ,PL 94-

142 emerged with a full set of due process protedured premised on

the right to free appropriate .puhl,ic education for all

handicapped children which had been enunciated hy the 'courts.

,Congres elaborated this right by means of a quasi-contractuaP

device known as the individualized education. plan (IEP), a

written document to be developed jointly by parents and educators

for each child. the integrity of this process was pi-otected by a

right to a hearinifif the parents were dissatisfied, and a right

of appeal from that hearing. These arwthe concepts,',-,And

. ,

procedures we refee to when, w4 speak of legalitation of speaifl

education.

Special education is an ideal case from which to mount a

study of legalization. From.the first articulated claims to.the

rei:ognition'of the rights of the handicapped to education, the

development of the policy at the federal fevel, and the

implementation of that policy in schools, we can trace -the

2
I



evoliton, of. the phenomenon and analyze tte kppropratenees of

.

this style of poliO making to its Poli.cy setting.
._

ecl,fore
.

undettaking that analysis, 14,however, a tuller treatment of the

prOcess we have characterized AS legalization, comparing it to
1

%

A
other poricy making stVlet, Is in order.

3

3



LEGALIZATION
,' .

Legalization is only one 'of several modes of givisng

Woo

substance to a Policy objecXive9,and owe which, at lbitst in

the fully developed form it takes in-PL 94i-142, is,fairly

new to Policy making in 'the, Unitd States. It ts

. nonetheless a style close to the mainetream of American

soctal and political culture whi:ch is Said to rely.more-
. 10

,

heavily on legaa ways of doing things'than, say, its closest
,

cultural' forebear, England,. where p'aternalism,

adminiWative diteretion 'and a hands offs attitude by the
A

goVernment and '.t.be courts characterize Public policy .10

The characteristic features of legalization incllide 'a
.

., .

focus on the individual as the hearer of rights, the use
.

of
. .,

.,

legal concepts and modes of reasoning, and the provision of'

qegal lechniguqs such'as wr-itten agreements ancLcourt-like

procedures to enforce and4.pr'o'tect ights 'This form oP

policy making borroWs' its conceptt and forms both from

public law (for iastance, due process)-and private law (the
a

written agreemqnt for example), importing them into the

deliveryi.of public slrvices. Pt 94-142 comes shot through
.

with legal co'ncepts,and procedUi'es: the notia of riat or,
w -

entitlem,mt;. the quasiLcontractual meetlng in which tq,

right is eltaorated; the provision of due process

guarantees and* appeal procedures; and, implicitly, 'the

-develophient of principles through the mechanism of

precedent.

A preference for lega.lization is premlsed on the

1

Vg



classically liberal belief that individuals, apd not the

organization charged with delivering a good or service, can

b-e-s-tsa-feg-ua-rdt-he-i-r--ow-n--4.n_te
cits._, Pa r ado x ica 1 1 y , the' ve ry

fact that the individual has not been an effective self

gua,dian is the rationale for offering him or her the

resources of the state, thus empowering the individual to

pursue this interest. The individuals to be entitled cannot
0

attain the policy goal unaided, ei,ther because of

on the part of the service provider,\or absence of consensus

tetween them and' the service deliverer on the goal to be'

achieved.

Legglization also betokens a mistrust of other forms of

accountability, particularly accountability based on

bureaucratic norms of fairneesc using statistical tests

'across classes of affected 'people.Instead it defines

accountability in individual terms: a person polices his or

her own interests,. Individual accountability also implies

singling out a party responsible for malfeasance in a way

that group compliance procedures do not. Finding that black

or Hispanic children are disproportionately represented in

special education classes in a school system, for example,

does not involve nominating given individuals-as responsible

for that situation. This anonymity stands in marked

contrast to due process procedures .based on written

agreements, wnich nominate specific individuals as

defendants. In the case of special education these'

individuals will usually include the special education

teacher and the director of special education. This type of

5

13
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c

accountability threatens notions of professional expertise-

antl_prgtessional discretion. The empowerment of consumers

may well alienate key personnel in service delivering
0

organizations such as schools.

The aspirations underlying legalization include a

desire for principled decision making, minimization of

arbitrariness, and a concern for the rights of the

individual. In an extreme case,where an organization is

frozen into traditional ways of doing things, legalization

as P. form of shock treatment may be necessary to bring about

a reorientation of goals and priorities. This may'entail

changes ir the power relations between clients and service

providers and, as in the case of. special education, may
,

involve rearrangement of status positions within the

hierarchy of the delivery agency. At thea saMe time the
_

dangers of the, approach should not be minimized. One

danger, already noted, is that professionals in key

position§' may be alienaeed. More generally, legalization

may be transformed into a cognate concept, legalism: a

narrow approach in which law and procedures become ends in

themselves and substantive goals are lost in mechanical

adherence to form. 11

The distinctive features of legalization become clearer

if one comparos this approach to other characteristic modes

of government policy making. Under a professional model a

new agency is created to effectuate the policy objective and

staffed by professionals in the field of Interest who

elaborate, administer and enforce the new policy mead-ate.,
--------.

6



The beneficiary occupies a passive role, deferring to the

professionals' expertise. This model has been widely

prevalent: it is exemplified in the federal vocational

education program12 and - outside education - in the Legal

Services Program." This mode of service provision leaves

little or no room for the recipient to define the nature and

extent of the benefit; that is accomplished in the

legislation itself or, more likely in the professional

model, by the professionals administering the program. Nor

does the recipient have any significant role in maintaining

accountability in the 'system; that function is carried out

by units of the bureaucracy, through agency review,:focusing '

on regularity of systems and procedures. Such agency review,

relies on policy impacts on! classes of people using

probabilistic statist'ical testIng rather than case by case

review which can be triggered by an individual. Indeed the

very notion of a right is foreign to this approach.
C.

Compared to the' legalization model, much more of the

responsibility fon carrying out the policy in the

professional model devolves on experts and the exercise of

their discretion. Results rather than principles,

discretion rather tkan rules, and grolips rather than

individuals are emphasizea.14 The individual has little say

in the specification of the benefit and narrower avenues of

redress. This is in marked contrast to the legalized model:.

of PL 94-142 which treats the, individual as definer and

enforcer of the right to a free and appropriate public

education.



i

Programs providing money payments - welfare, social

security and the like - constitute a second variant. We

term these bureaucratic models since they leave less scOpe

to program administrators than the professional model.

Legislation specifies the type ot benefit and eligibility
0

criteria and is administered by a government department.

4 The notion of an individual,Tight has more relevance in this

model compared to the professional model; greater emphasis

is placed on safeguards built into the legislative

apparatus. The right, however,0 is a very limited one in

comparison to the legalization model. Unless the claimant
,O.

can show that the exercise of administrative discretion wis
-

either "outrageous or stupid"15, the best that the claimant

can hope for is that the court Will ask the agency to review

the matter.. By contrast, the PL 94-142 framework gives

force to an agreement between the parties which defines the

substance and extent of the service to be delivered. The
. .

due process hearing is_ not limited to a review Of

administrative diScretion but may rely on the writen

agreement, the IEP, to provide substance for a ruling on the

merits of the case. The existence of a written agreement,

possibly some sort of record of the negotiations and the

opportunity to pass on the substance of the right make this

a much more congenial atmosphere for the legal model,

allowing much more scope for the claimant than the narrow

review of administrative discretion."

Choice among styles of ))olicy implementation - legal,

professional and bureaucratic - has important consequences

c

49,

8

-
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in terms of the services provided. It determihOs ttie type

of service offered, who receives it and on what terms. It

limits the degree of, variation and affects the stake the

client group, has in the service offered. It aXSo rixes the

extent of regulatory control and the means', pi redress

available to the client group.
17

Treating a free appropriate pdblic educition in terms

of legal rights deeply :influenced those iiho:drafted the ,

Education for All Handicapped Children Act. Until the

1960s, education was primarily al.ocal responsibility, with

*

federal and state governments contributing funds and

technical assistance, not setting 'detailed standards;

increased _federal involvement' was widely regarded as

problematic, even as Washington's role expanded.18 When

special education appeared on the-Congressional agenda in

the early 1970s, 'the administration and conservative

legislators opposed extensive federal Involvement. Yet

legalization seemed attractive to thbse distrustfuCOf local

school districts because of their past failuees in special

education. Political difficulties concerning the
.)

raditional and proper role of the federal government in

specifying detailed,substantive.education policy, together

4rith the fact that the accepted pedagogical wisdom that

educating the handicapped required individual attention to

every case, constricted the options open to Congress. No

single policy was either politically feasible or

educationally sensible. The alternative was to opt for a

9



legal-procedural device: a quasi-contractual agreement, the

IEP, in which the parties themselves, not Washington, would

elaborate the substance or th Tt e tning in indtv17

cases what sound practice diciated. Thus Congress was able

to avoid the problem of specifying the substance of this

right. In the event of a disagreement over the substance of

the right, and to provide a measure of accountability to tho

federal government, Congress adopted a second law-like

procedure: the due prodeis heering, with a right of appeal.
\

The incorporation of the IEP and the due process

provisions in the Education for All Handicapped Children Act

1975 marks a watershed in the legalization of special

education. The approac,h adopts the courts' characferization

of the claims of.handicapped chi./dren th \education as a

right, turning it Into novel federal policy... The choice of

legalization shaped the subsequent hiitory of the policy

development. Once the first step toward alegal model had

been taken, the policy makers were committed to succeeding

steps. Thus, for example, although the due process

provisions were substituted for agency review procedures

only in , the last moment8 of Congressional

corwideration,their congruence with the legalized framework

established in the early 'phases made them veri* attractive

and obvious, if not inevitable, choices.

The addition of the due process provisions was a

watershed rather than an end point in the legaLization
4

pri*ess. As PL 94-142 is applied lit the school setting its

meaning continues to evolve. Legal mechanisms have a life

10 18



of their own, especiall:r where the courts.step in, and may

s.; take forms and.directions not anticipated.,by the policy

makers. 19

With a clearer conceptiod of what legalization entails

let us now turn to our case study Of.special educatiom,

examine the process tv which legalizatiOn came to dominate

this field of policy and the consequences of that outcome.

a



EVOLUTION OF A RIGHT

Two milliou handicapped children aged between 7 and 17 years

were not enrolled in school ih 1970.20 Many of ihese handtcapped/

youngsters were .excluded ,by state laws, like the Pennsylvania

statutes attacked in the PARC case,21 which designated them as

ineducable or untrainable. Other handicapped children were

consigned to institutions offering only custodial care. By the

late 1960s the inhumanity of the treatment meted out to the

handicapped at, institutions such as Willowbrook and Pennhurst, 22

and the specious nature ,of the rationale 0 for excluding

handicapped childKen from schoOls22 :led reformers to demand a

radical change in the way handicapped peoples 'generally and

handicapped children in particular' were treated. The- means

adopted for effecting this change were distinctively legal. The

,language' of rights and the mechanisms of due process wer;

introduced into am area that had previously relied on the.

k

professional discretion of teachers, psychologists and schoo-I-----

administrators.24

A From Proclamations to Courts

The civil' rtghts movemedt and the War on Poverty.provided

the key ideas and context for the movement on behalf of

\

handicapped people. Both heavily emphasized legal rtghts and

focused the idealism of a generatfon of policy makers whose

interests brought them in contact with powerless groups. The

12

20' -



emphasis on rights and the active participation of those who had

previously been treated as dependents in decisions affecting

therrITves, aa-vell --as --mor-ed_vrec_t_anal.O.V..e._S from the emphasis

on due proCess in the student rights movement,25 suggested

stritegies to activists in the area of special education. The

position of the retarded could be and wasa.nalogized to that of

blacks, Native Americans,'and the poor. For many of these groups

the courts were the only .effective point of entry into the

political system. The .courts gave power to groups which

otherwise had none, and for that reason could ,not attract the

attention of legislatures at state or federal level.

The civil rights movement and especially the War on Poverty

generated another key factor in this history: a cohort of young

lawyers who, by virtue of the 0E0 Legal Servicies Program, were

able to find jobs representing poor people in a range of class

action suits.26 By 1969, when ....thej PARC case was brought, the

q
courts were used to such class action suits, there was a body of

law concerning 'the guarantees of the Fourteenth Amendment to

which they could refer, and there was a poOl of lawyers

experienced in poverty and civil' rights law practice and

,

strategy.

The way in which a claim is defined, and the orchestration

of the campaign to have it ratified are crucial in det'ermining

whe er it will be recognized at all., and, if recognized, the

level a which recognition comes.As noted, the transformation of

the politic 4 perception about the claims of the handicapped trom

charity to ri t. began in the 1950s, The formation of

associations for r ,arded citizens at national and state levels

13



was a most significant step. The most influentral of these was

the National Association for Re:arded children."' Key figures in

this movement carried out research establishing the educability

of all children,- and pUblicized their .findings, through .an

extended natio.nal network. The asspciations became active not

'only on the political level; but.also as service, deliverers. So,

for example,the Pennsylvania Association for Retarded: Children

(PARC) developed and ran programs for handicapped children fun4i

by,state. agencies.

The pressure to treat handicapped as persons with rights

,increased with the creation, tn 1961, of the President's Panel on

Mental RetarHation. The law task force of that Panel enUnciated

the claims of the retarded to be accorded the same rights enjoyed

by other citizens.28 The,use of ti';e language of rights was a

significant development and one which was reiterated in a range

of forums in the late 1960S.29 The International Leagge of

Societies for the Handicapped and the -General Assembly of the

United Nations also took up the issue. The U.N. resolution was

,typical of a number of such declarations:

The GeneT'al Assembly...Proclaims",this Declaration on
the Rights of Mentally Retarded Persons and calls for
national and international action to ensure-it will be
used as a common basis and ,frame of Teference for the

protection of these rights:

1. The mentally retarded person has,.to the maximum
degree of feasibility, the same rights as other human
beings.

2. The mentally retarded person has i yLgn't to proper 6
medical care and physical thlrapy .and to such
education, training, rehabilitation And guidance as
will enable him to develop his ability, and maximum .
potential....30

Within the field of education, two crucial. research



findings were becoming widely iccepted in the education

0.

community. The determination that" all children could

benefit 'from 'educati9n31 - undermined the rationale for
,

axcluding retarded children ,from public schooling as

ineducable. esearch also suggested that testi.ng procedures

for the assignment'of children to classes for the'retarded

were racially discriminatory,32 thus strengthening the

analogy between the retarded ;and racial minorities. The

issue of educating
/

handicapped children had undoubted

appeal. Once one could argua, that such children were

educable it became well-nigh impossible to mbunt a

0

politically paldtable argument denying handicapped

children's claims to education. While educating handicapped

youngsters might be. expendive, how could cdstd be.weighed

against recldimed'lives?
4

' The handicapped rights, movement had gained.considerable

momentum by the late .1960s. Organizations representing the

interests of the handicapped had been formed; in, sta6e,

national and internat'onal forums, claims of handicapped

youngsters fiad. bet;:n pressed as entitlements.. While these

groups had put considerable pressure on state governments to

upgrade facilities and programs for the hand.icapped, they

had been able to extract only expredsions of good intent.

One such group decided that court action was the only way,

to break the impasse- One participant iR the history summed

up the proceas:

PARO had been very active in'the 50s

devised programs and had them

legislation passed. They were' doing
0 -

they were getting frustrated with

15
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and 6bs.' They had'

funded, and had
loti of,things but
other modes,.and



things were not getting done. By the late 60s they

had come to see education'as a right. They.had seen
the civil rights movement. Thep saw the success ofthe
hlack movement and the povertY Iaw scene in the courts
and they decided to take that tack. .

The focus of PARC's attention was the Pennhurst State gchool

and Hospital, the subject of considerable press and political

attention for inhumane treatment of *its patients.33 PARC had

engaged in a long battle with Pennsylvania authorities about the

conditions t Pennhurst, hut to little avail. The membership of

PARC had resisted the idea of bringing litigation, fearing

reprisals against patients in the state institutions and against

tY., state-funded -programs run.hy-,PARC. But the failure of quieter

strategies, coupled with horror stories about Conditions at the

institution, led PARC to retain Legal counsel.34

The influence of legal ,modes of thought in framing and

defining, the issues even at this early, stage is noteworthy.--

PARC's attorney, ThoThas Gilhool, identiiied five legal strategies

for attacking %the Pennhurst 'situation: individual inthate

grievances, misdirection of funds, involuntary servitude, right

to treatment, and right to education. He advised that the most .

promising of the legal approaches was the right to education,' a

concept that Gilhool asserted had been established in Brown v

Board of Education 35

4

The legal anq ufactal case that Gilhool mounted was

formidable, He was able to assemble a group of witnesses wittC

overwhelming expertise in the field ot special edueation36 and to

forge a link with the Council for Exceptional Children (CEC), a

group which had already demonstrated its effectiveness at state

16
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level, and was to become the majo, federal lobbyist for

handicapped children:47 The plaintiff's monopoly of expertise

and weight of evidence swamped the defense. After one day of

testimony the Commonwealth withdrew its oppositiom to the

complaint.38

The final court order, which was handed down in May 1972,39

enjoined the defendants from aPplying 'statutes excluding mentally

_retarded children from public education. It required...them "to

provide...to every retarded person between the ages of six ind

twenty;-one years as of the date of this Order and thereafter,

accees to a free public program of (idncation and training

appropriaxe to his learning capacities."4°

The order, also included 'a detaijed stipulation as to the

procedures that had to be followed in classificat.ion of mentally

retarded children and before changes in their educational ,f

status. The provision& run .to some three pages in the

judgment. They specify a full range of due process procedures,

. including written notice as to changes in educational status;

the opportunity for a due process hearing, at which the parents

may be represented by counsel, call and cross-examine witnesses;

examine records relating to the child;_ and a verbatim record,of

the proceedings.

The consent agreement in PARC was the culmination of the

first stage of the legalization of special education. Political

pronouncements about the rights of the .reiarded had been

translated into legal arguments and formally recognized in 'a

court of law.as protected bY the,United St'a.tes Constitution. The

federal district court judgment in Mills41, issued the following

17
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4ugust, reiterated, the, rights established'in PARC ind extended

them to all handicagped children. .,There waS-more to come.. PARC

and Mills precipitated a rash of litigation across.the country,

bdtii-inspired and orchestr;.ted bi.lobby groups on behalf of the

handicapped, in order to pressure state governments. idto

action. Some .thirty-six cases were filed in. twenty-one

jurisdictions.42

The commitment of a pblicy area io the hands of courts and

lawyers has significant policy eamifications. Rtght/s take on a
.

-

life of theii. own in the hands of lawyers, who tring a particular

conceptual tramework to the prob-Iems qiith which they. deal.

-

Analogizing the claims of the retarded to the legally cognizable

right to education preempis other liotentiif ways of Tlieiving-

the issues. To cast a claim itre4rins of h. FI;Urteedth Amendmegt

right also implies creating a set,of procedures to pTotect that
1

right; in the consent agreement drawn up betweed the lawyers for

the parties in PARC, relied upon in csubsequent.cases,i*detailed

set of due proceSs procedures figures prominently. These

provisions bear the distinctive marks otwthe .legalized model.: an

'oral, personal putilic hearing; notice; an impartial hearing

officer;. representation by counsel; allocation of the burden'of

proof; access to records; the rieR't to call-witnesses and produce

evidence; the right 'to cross-examination; a transchpt of

proceedidgs; and, a 'written decision. Similar provisions were

incorporated in the model statute dradted by CEC. Using the

lecided and pending casesas leverage, lawyers and organizations,

,such as CEC, were ahle to lobby for new state legislation.. by-

1974, twenty-five states required que process procedures.43

I
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Bring ing suits and lobbying for legislation on a state by
4

state basis is a tedious business especially for organizations
..

,

with limited resources. The PARC and Mills opinions made the

possihility of Congressional
i'ntervention more likely - and more

Attractive.
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FroM Test Case to Federal Lelislation

A range df factor's combiried to make education for the

handicapped an issue ripe for federal legislative action, by the

early 1970s. The first developments occurred when administration

initiatives44 and court cases45 prompted bills to reform school

finance in both houses of Congress." The novel prospect of

significant federal finance caught the attention of lobbists for
4

the handicapped.
0

Publicity about the treatment of the handicapped led to`the,

introduction of bills adding handicap to Title VI of the fivil

Rights Act; 47 discrimination against the handicapped in education
V°

was specifically mentioned as one reason for the proposed

amendment,48 The emergence of these issues prompted formation of

the Senate Sub-Committee on the Handicapped early in 1972. These

developments spurred lobby 'groups for the handicapped to respond;

groups which had traditionally focused their efforts lit state and

local level were drawn*into the Washington orbit.

Issues invr;lvidg the handicapped were thus tentatively

placed on the federal agenda. The court cases, however, proved

to be the decisive factor. Court orders required the statep o

provide a free appropriate public education for handicapped

C11ildren.
They had also specified detailed requirements to be

met by the states. While several states had developed or were in

the process of. developing legislation, financial pressure forced

the Statep to turn to Washington for assistance.

The court cases had also convinced policy makers in

, Washington of the .need for federal initiatives. As one policy

maker reported: "The court cases, PARC and Mills were

-20 9r-, 4
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substantial in forming the policy. People thought theee-vould be

more cases and that Congress should do something and not just

leave it up to the courts". The newly-formed Senate Sub-

?
Committee on the/ Handicapped decided to take up -the issue of

speclal education.

The courts also influenced lobby groups for the handicapped

to transfer their efforts on special education to Washington.

The CEC, which had, played f.,n influential role in orchestrating

the litigation and using it to force states to enact special

eduCation legislation, had doubts about ,the constitutional

firmness of the court decisions none of whicn had been tested on

appeal. Moreover, diffusing resources across fifty states

limited the lobbyists' effectivenest. Their recently acquired

experience in Washington over school finance and the Civil Rights3

Act led them to perceive the advantages of federal

legislation. A federal statute would establish an authoritative

national standard., While maintaining, pressure by continuing to

bring cases, the primary focus of the lobby groups for the

handicapped changed from seeking substantive change at state

level to forcing states to accept - even to promote - federal

legislation. The strategy dictated that states be obliged to

aceept conditions to .be imposed in new federal legislation in

order to obtain the funds necessary to comply with court'

orders. CEC, as the leader of a coalition of lobby groups,

determined to direct its efforts towards the Senate Sub-Committee

on the Handacapped.

The courts were thus a crucial factor in the combination of

events which put special education on .the federal agenda. The

0..



influencc: of the courts, however, went beyond' this, shaping
a

the substance of policy at federal level.

The Individual Education Pro ram (IEP)

The approach of the courts to the issue of special education

tad. been to determine that handicapped childrer have a right to

education. Since courts are used to dealing with individuals as

bearers-oZ rights, Casting the issue in this way made it legally

cognizable. Rights can then be protected' by ,due process

procedures. As one of Our intervieees put it, "You have to go

for procedural safeguards rather `than substantive things;

they're too hard to deal 'with in litigation. The judges can deal

'-with procedures." This approach also.suited the CEC. Compatible

with its image as a pi.ofessional organization and with research

findings, it stressed the variability of handicapping conditions,

rejected the traditional approach which set standards for general

categories of handicap, and emphasized .the needs of

individuals.

This emphasis on' individual needs suited both ihe

pro essional concerns of the.CEC and the processual biases of the

leg lized model. That congruence in tuPW predisposed policy

mak rs to continue to deal with further policy questions in A

legalized mode. Individualism was critical to the next step in

the process of legalization.

Thelcourts had declared the right of handicapped childre6 to

a free and appropriate public eduation, with a presUmption t.hat

a student be plaCed in the least restrictive school environment

;the environment as similar to the regular classroom as

possible)- Beyond that, though,.the substance of the right was

\
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unspecified. Once the idea of an individual right to an

-appropriate education was accepted, it became nearly impossible

to define'the substance of the right to education in general

terms, for the needs of individuals vaeied so greatly from person

to person. Moreover, even if a categorical, definition could have

been produced it would, have been politically difacult to do

so. Since education was stilf regarded essentially as a local

responsibility, even in this interventionist era, federal

substantive mandates would have seemed excessive.

The device settled on to elaborate the right to education,

as it appeareJ in the first Senate bill, was "the individualized

written plan" (later to become the individualized education
-

program (IEP), "a written educational plan for a child developed

and agreed Upon jointly by the loCal educational agency, the:

parents or guardians of the child and the child when

aPproplate...".49 The program was to contain a statement of the

child's level of educational performance, long-range educational

goals, intermediate objectives, the specific services to be

provided, the ,date of commencement and the turation of the

services, and objective criteria and evaluation procedures to

determine whether the goals were being achieved.50

The quasi-contractual nature of this agreement for services

is immediately apparent. Although the wording of the act was

changed to avoid traditional court ordered contc:actual remedies,

the character of the process is legal, not administrative, in

character. Rather than empowering an administrator to exercise

discretion in delivering pre-ordained services to a recipient,

the act recognizes that the handicapped child has a right. This

23
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right entitles the child Or the parents to negotiate as parties

'with school officials and involves them in the task of defining

the nature and exent of the services to be delivered.
,

The
, .,

character of the 1EP is legal and quasicontractual, a logical

extension of the fact that handicapped-children had been accorded

rights.
51

.r,
0

The IEP gave detail and substance to the 'right to free

appropriate public education, not by substantiVe legislative

requirements but by a procedure: a mandated meeting in which the

parties "develop" the "appropriate" services and reduce the
,

product of the meeting to .9. written document. This document
i

defines the right to free public education and serves as a

. standard against which the quality and extent of services

,

provided to the child can be assessed.', The IEP is also'an

ingenious device in terms-Of political acceptability. It avoids

,

the ireadherous waters of, mindating specific services; it

recognizeS the rights of-recipients, eMpowers them, and invOlves ,

_

them* in the process; it.avoids' trenching on the professional

1

discretion of teachers and potentially enhances,their influence

over placement decisions; it provides a Means of holding local

administrators accountable while paying some deference to the
,

belief that the federal government should not interfere too-Much

,with local autonomy in education; and it appe'als to local school
,

officials by fixtng the upper limit of the liabilities with
0

respect to the child.52. Ion .sum, the quasicontractual nature of

the IEP accorded with the legalized themes of individualism and

rights. At the same time, its contentlessness, in the sense that

it prescribed no specific service, made it generally acceptable



0

to all the interested parties.

Compliance: LegalizationiBegets Legalization

If the IEP was to be a meaningful contract, some means of

enforcing itS provisions, and more generally of .assuring

6ompliance with the aims.of the law', had to be foupd. A'means

for parents to express dissatisfaction with the IEP procedure or

the performance of local officials was required, AS was an

assurance that federal funds were being spent in accordance.with

the objectives of the-legislation.

Early legislative drafts emphiisized agency review, a

bureaucratic mode of accountabililty. As the legislation took

final form, however, due process. guarantees and not

administrative monitoring became, the primary compliance

mechanism.53 This outcome constitutes d further extension of the

legalization proces's, building on the already established themes

of individual entitlement and the qUasi-contractual IEP. The due

process procedures, a natural concomitant of the legalized model,

would not only serve as a means of redress for parents but also

as a device for monitoring the expenditure of federal funds by

local officials.

-The history of this aspect of the leiislation begins in the

1973 Senate bill54 with ,the monstrously impractical notion of

forwarding all IEPs to the U.S. Commissioner of Education for

review. The idea of detailed central oversight was abandoned

'when it was realized that the requirilment entailed sending some..

eiglyt million IEP's to Washington each year. The Senate's

alternative was a state-level independent complaints agency

25



called "the entity"55, which would conddct periodic evaluations'

of State and local compliance, receive complaints Irom

individuals and provide opportunity for hearings, notify the

state or local agency of a violation.and take steps to, correct

Lt .The entity's ultimate sanction ,entailed notifying the U.S.

Commissioner of Educatkon. The House bill, by contrast, had

developed a grievance procedure to be est'ablished by the 1ocal

school district.itself which,would receive complaints from the

handicapped and carry'out investigations. There was no proviSion

for a hearing at the, loaf level, althougch an aggrieyed

individual could appeal to the state education agency. Neither

hill entitled an individual to a hearing. 56

These approaches are sharacteristic of administrative

review, not legalization. In both bills, the notion of a right

was attenuated in favor of efforts at 'persuasion. Although due

process procedures remained in the Senate bill, they were far

less detailed than those contained in the PARC consent

agreement. In theahsence of .strong due process prbtectrons, the

right promised in the IEP aiveared far Dess secure. Yet

although the theme of legalization running through the

legislation wAvered at this point it reasserted itself strongly
0

in the confetence committee. The circumstances.surrounding the

negotiations in conference committee demonstrate the force that

ri(

legal ideas and forms exercised on the policy makers.

While federal proposals to reform school finance, including.
4,

provision for federal funding of education-'for the handicapped',
.-.

came to -nothing, court cases on behalf of handicapped children

continued, successfully. Courts ordered the states to provide

26
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expensive services to children. This caused.the states ,to bring

intensive pressure on the federal government to provide emergency

funding. Some support was forthcoming in the EducatiOn

Amendments of 1974 (the Stafford Amendments).57 Lobbyists for

the handLcapped, however, were determined t hat the states not

receive this money free of strings; they insisted that the

amendments include at least attenUated dlip process provisions

ltfted from draft bills of what was to become PL 9,4-142.
4

The presence of these due process provisions meant that when

the conference committee came .to debate the competing agency

review compliance mechanisms( in the House and Senate bills, the

House bill in particular Was vulnerable to attack. One of our

interviewees explalned the 'dynamic by which the due. process
4 .

procedures prevailed. "The due process provisions were adopted

in part because the.House provisions were so awful. There'were

due processarovisions in the fegisla.tion as of 1974 adopted as a'

result of the Staffdrd amendments. The House laid grievance

procedures oft top of these. It confused what had been done with

the Stafford amendments. Something had to be done about these

[grievance proceduresr. Agency review procedures as proposed by

both houses of Congress were incompatible with the

individualistic nature of.entitlement.

Conflict in the conference committee over ihese competing

compliance mechanisms became even more acute when the decision

was taken to fund local school districts directly rather than

give the states the discretion in distributing the federal

money. How was accountability from some 16,000 school districV

15
to be assured? On the one hand there was concerd from
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congressmen and staffers who had had experience of federal fungs

being misapplied at local level. They did not wane to See

"federal money being poured down the same old rit holes" as one

policy maker put it, referring to misuse of funds under earlier

federal education legislation. On the other hand, the advocacy

and civil rights groups did not trust local school administrators

and teachers and- pusned for due process proteCtions. The

Children's Defense Fund (CDF) add the 7California gRural Legal

Assistance Foundation (CHLA) both of which played a key'role at

this stage as advisors to the congressional conferees, were

heavily involved in civil rights and...poverty law litigation.

Their experience in these fields produced a belief in the

.efficacy of rights, courts and the court-like procedures, add,

profound mistrust of bureaucratic aCcountability.. "We felt we

o
couldn't trust the professionals so we wanted a procedure,whereby

the parents could say, I don't want my child classified as

mentally retarded... ,In the assessment proceSe they [parents]

had to participate and if they'were dissatisfied there would be

procedural safeguards. We knew t'hat was the only way that the

g

power of the school istricts could be offset ... We knew that

just the presence of sUch a system [ due process] would force the

district to play mOre. honestly."

Advocacy groups were ilso disenchanted with agency review

procedures such as those eMployed by. the Office of Ciyil

Rights. As one interviewee Said, "we could have had a

complaints, civil rights type procegure, and done a Study. We

didn:t want that ... This was based 'on individuals, not group

statistic things."

28



Quite apart from' the inconsistency .of agencY reyiew cvith

militatedindividual, eTtitleMent,

against agency review.

however, 'political factors
. a

Any vitchdog agency large enough to

police 16,000 school istricts would hav4 done ,too. much violence

to traditions of local governance in, education. *The due'process

provisions, however,- fitted

legislative scheme.

perfectly into the federal

They carried through the notion of

individual entitlement developed in.the IEP. They also empOwered

client and advocacy groups, enabling them to undertake.their own

enforcement initiatives. Enlightened self-interest would obviate

the need for a large Watchdog agency and reassure advocacy groups

like CDF, which believed that 'courts and court-like procedures

were the only way to counteract the power of local school

boards. In addition, the due process prOvisions were a means of

resolving -the deadl,ock between the HouSe and the Senate Gver
^

complLance mechanisms. 'yGiven the stahdards, the due process

provisions', the procedural protections and the state plan, (it

was felt thatj the law would he self-enforcing. It was felt that'

people could enforce from the local level". Finally procedures

fitted the legalized model 'ot the legislation: enforcement by

parties of rights elaborated in a written document through, the

due process hearings was an emihently compatible extension of the

policy of the legislation.

Although the proposals encountered heated opposition from

some of the more conservative

provisions carried the day.

solution that.both embodied a

all that had gone hefore and

poliCy makers,58 the due process

The .conferees were offered a'.

logically coherent development of

also solved their more pragmatic

29
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political protilnms. Alttiougn Om status rwained legally oblciod

to monitor local behavior, the due procesS procedures -assumed

primary importance as a meahs of ensuring compliance and

providing .a forum for iadividuals' grieVances. Despite a
,

temporary check, the pattern of legalization established in the

developomental stages, of special education policy reasserted

itself in the final moments of the policy making process.

Substance vs Process

The incorporation of the due process procedures into the

'federal legislation.marks the culmination of the process of

legalization. Two aspects of this 'process ,are cemarkable: its

evolutionary nature, and the eMphasis on process rather than

substance..

Althbugh the due process provisions were ultimately included

in the legislation as a compromise, they nicely ,fitted the

overall scheme and context of the'law. '601ce the legislatbrs,

following the courts, decided to recognize the claims pf the'

handicapped to allow that right to be fleshed out inpthe quasi-

contractual atmosphere of the IEP process, the due process

guarantees were a natural complement. Those provisions had

tremendous appeal. They recalled the successes of theright to

education cases and allowed flexibility on the issue of federal

standards, while at the same timer reassuring thosewho mistrtsted

local officials. Given the course of.policy development, the due

process provisions were the "right" choice. Once set -in motfon

30
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legislation assumed.logic ot its own whick.powerfully infftenced

tpe later policy choices."

What is provided in the Education for 411 Handicapped

Children Act is in large measure proCedural. Partly for

political reasons owing to the strength of local governance in
0

education, and partly a a matter of âonviction about the

individual. nature of ,the claims of handicapped children, .the

right to a free public education fS not further specified.

Instead PL 94-142 provides one procedure for giving substande to

this right, and another for entorcing :it. Neither of these

defines what appropriate education is, and indeed this may be the

attraction of the legal model. Since formulation of the

substantive goal was deemed Impossible, or not feasible, the

proceddral solution at least had" the virtue of being

attainable. Procedure was not, of course, thought to be an end

in itself. ,The aspiration of the drafters of PL 94-142 was,,that

the 'IEP.and the due process proceddyes mould result in a better

education for handicapped youngsters. The next sectionassesses

this aspiration in light of the'implementation of .PL 94-142.

r
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4.

THE APPROPRIATENESS OF THE LEGALIth .THE

EMPIRICAL STUDIES

.A Introduction

The evolutionary nature of legalization in,special educa-tion

policy precluded any detailed consideration of the

appropriateness of a legalized model in the educat'ion setting, at

least in the pfdlici formulation stage. Faced with the problem oT

exclusion from school and` 'the., experience and, frustration of

situations 131..ke the one at Pennhurst, policy makers considered

that they had no alterna-tive ta the legalized model. Now thit

some of the major Abuses that led to the court decisions and

ultimatel? the legislation have been abated, questions are being

raised about the appropriateness of l&galization in the education

setting .60 In particular, some of vie .early implemenektion

studies of the due procAs provksions have been highly critical

of legalization in the sehools context,61 as ,have' some academic

commentators.62 The legislative agenda of the Reagan

Administration seeks to trim back the federal presenc4,

su6stituting local dis6retion for federally imposed

legalization.63

This reappraisal poses serious issues of policy. Does it

malle sense to impose op education a policy mdld which' does not
---

place much faith in the professional discretion -of the -service

provider?"The implications of this shift are 11,3t lost' on

educators who may understandahly resent the implicit loss Of

32.
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confidence. More generally, does legalization fit the needs and

demands of schools?

the imposition of legislative schemes onto ongoing complex
,

organizations, such as schools, creates particular problems.65

Studies of the implementXtfon history speak lest of the promise

of legalization apd more of its patholOgY-: compliance with the

letter rather than the Spirit of the law; prepai-ation of standard

forM IEPs: resentment that handicapped chibdren have gained a

priority that does or may gain them more than their fair share of

the ceducation dollar;. and defensive strategies, such as the.dtape

recording of IEP meetings, to protect the interests of the school

distriCt and teachers.

Yet the story is more complex' than this. While

implemenektion siutiles vie* the dtie process procedures as a

separwte and severable part of the iederal lgislation: these
o

procedures are an integral part of a legislative scheme which

adopts a legalized policy style. The appropriateness of this

policy style must be judged with reference to the place of

special education in the school' system; hot by focusing only on

the due process hearings ignoring. this Overall context. TO be

sure, the benefits to special education/flowing from pie federal

presedbe, - more money, more initiatives .and the like - must he

offset /by the costs of the due Oocess hearihgs. Yet the

question is whether these gains coula have been achieved without

the legalized 4olicy style of PL 94r112.
7

Legalization was a- policy choice, not an inevitability:.the

British in their deliberatihns 'over the reform of -special
,/

education considered and rejected the legalized style.of PL 94-

e
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142 in favor of continued reliance on theNrjudgment of

professionals."

differences in

Context is important here, however, and

legal and political cultUres between the two

countries have brought about differences in the means and styles

of Policy chanke.67 The American emphasis on rights appears

foreign to the 'British who are more prepareeto place trust in

the benevolence of their officials."

A radical' reorientation of priorities in special education

wis needed in the American context and those who shaped.PL 94-142

judged that legalization was the only way to bring it about.,
.r>

That view has much to recommend it. In certain situations shock

treatment is called: for to convince service.deliverers in an

ongoing institution that established patterns and varues must be
A

changed. Legalization was net the fi'rst but the last in a series

of approaches taken by educators of the handicapped. Years of

campaigning had not convinced the education commiinity of the

justice of the claims made on behalf of the handicapped.

Legalization was'a plausible approach. While law may not be the

Ponly way to reorder priorities or legitimate. claims - the

availahility of a great deal of new money for special education

or the cperation of a competitive'market, for example, might have

brought about the same result - law and legal sanctions offered a

stIrer and more direct means- of institutionalizing the values

promoted by the proponents Df ,change. The embodiment of values

in law and the possibility of sangtions offer powerful reference

points to those imglementing a reform, serving as a rallying

point i.;;* claims on the system and a powerful mechanism for

responding to arguments from competing value positions. The law



also provides a frame in whir,h values,can be otransiated,into

services and new values and services can emerge, for it requires

the adjustment of power positions, of the various groups within a

system. Proponents of the new values gain power in the

institution and can introduce still further changes on behalf of

their interests.
4

In short, legalization is neither so cost-free as its

0
proponents suggested nor so defective as subsequent analyses

contend. In what follows we explore the effects of legalization

by examining the implementation of PL94-142 and the due proceSt

mechanisms in particular. We go beyond this, however to examine
0

the effects of legalization on the sChool system Alia system. It

0.34 broader frame that we ultimately assess the

appropriateness of the legalized mohel. Our verdict is mixed.

IS in

The radical intervention of the legalized policy style of. PL 94-

142 .was necessary to give effect to and legitimate the

eduqational claims of the jiandicapped. But the legalized model
-

could he modified th avoid some of its detrimen al effects,

including a potential for distorting the allocation o \education

resources.

Implementation: The Due Process Procedures

The studies of the implementation.of the due process aspects

of PL 94-142 are the best available indicators of the effects of

legalization but they need to be evaluated with caution." For

one thing, they report a fairly short experience of the

legislation and necessarily do not deal with the possibility that
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implementation improves over time." For another, they are

flawed in a variety of ways. The research typically reliei on

small, non-random samples of individuals involved in the

hearings. While valid as a guide- to.the experience of those who

undertake a hearing, these cases focus on the pathologies of the
. ,

process. They do not speak to the appropriateness of the due
_

process procedures generally, nor to the level of satisfaction in

general of parents of handicapped children with the new law.

This research approach shortchanges the systemic effect of the

procedural reforms. Moreover, since the studies only report the

post-legislation experience, ,the ill-effects attributed to the

due process procedures may simply,be old problems transferred

from other forUms or made more visible by the existence of the

hearings.

(1) The IEP Meeting_

The notification and procedures required to dra"; up the IEP

and hold the meeting are generally in place.71 After some early

hearings where scL)ols failed to comply with notice deadlines,

and the like, the mechanics of the 1,,EP procedure seem to-be

operating.

Qualitatively, the picture is not as clear. Two types of

IEP meeting have heen Identified: a legalistic form in which

half the time is devoted to narrow procedural requirements, and a.

child-oriented form, faithful to the spirit of the Law.72 1EP

meetings un which the parents are overwhelmed with professional

Jargon and other strategies used by schools to minimize the
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portion of their resources devoted to meetihgs have been reported

in two states. 73
. There are also hearsay accounts of IEP's

prepared in advance where the parent is jpressured to sign on the

dotted line, but ltttle evidence to indicate how widespread this

practice is.

Reactions to the IEP process are mixed. Parents generally

seem sattsfied, even enthusiastic, about tAe4development of ihe

IEP, but in t e districts characterized as legalistic, one third

of the parents describe the meetings as formalistic.74. Teachers

generally regard the IEP a6 useful but reports diffef4 as to

whether there is a high degreee pf-actual use 'of the IEP as an-
_

instructional tOo1,75 or such use is the exception rather than

the rule.76 Even this more pessimistic accounting acknowledges

that the. IEP has the force of la'w and serves as new found

leverage both within the school and the district and provides a

basis lor a due process hearing.77

(2) Due Process Hearings

(a) Number of Hearings

The total number of due process hearings held-pursuant to

the Education for All Handicapped Children Act is not known.

Hearsay reports from our interviewees suggest, wide variations

from state to state. In California, 278 hearings were held in

1978.-9, the first year of uniform state regulations, and one-

'third of these were held in two school districts. That number

represents just .08%, of California's special education
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popu1ation.16 A nationwide stady of twenty-two sites found half

had experienced hearings; seven had only one hearing.79

Missachussetts had 350 hearings between 1974 and 1479.80

As with litigation generally, it is difficult to say whether

those figures represent a large percentage of hearings relative

to the total population or to the number' of people who had

grievances. By way of a couple of rough comparisons we ,know that

1.,2% of consumers who had complaints actually took them to a

third party.81 Regulatory agencies like the SEC conducted formal

hearings in .005% of matters submitted to it; 'the FCC's ratio or'

hearings to licensed transmitters was .001% and the Immigration

Service had .02% hearings o'n 700,000 applications.82 In welfare

hearings the appeal rate is 2%.82" These figures suggest ,that

hearings are highly unusual phenomena in relation to the number

of people or even the number of complaints in a given area. The

number' of special education hearings jooks roughly comparable to

hearings held in other contexts. In terms of absolute numbers

of hearings per school district, the vast majority of school

districts do not have a great burden of hearings, althOugh the

costs falling on some districts experiencing frequent hearings

are high, and, as detailed below, the financial and emotional

costs of these hearings on individual' parents are also

substantial.

The impact of hearings, however, cannot be measured simply

in terms of the number of hearings held." The prospect of a

hearing and estimations of its likely outcome shape the behavior

of participants both in the formulation of their basic

relationships and in the way they handle their disputes. The
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"shadow of the law"85 extends well beyond the formally affected

parties.

(b) Who Uses the Hearings and For What?

Middle class parents bring the majority of hearings86 - the

proportion of middle class users was as high as 82% in one

study87 - leading one commentator to observe that "(Cue process

and appeal procedures are used to advantage by the well-to-do and

almost not at all by the poor."88

That the middle class are better able to press their claims

is well-known, hence not surprising in* this context. Factors

similar to those identified in other contexts seem to be at work

in relation to the use of hearings in the special education.

context: People in ongoing relationships are unlikely to resort

to legal sanctions.89 Parents who know that their children will

have to deal with the local school district personnel tor twelve

years are understandably reluctant io resort to legal action,

with the anxieties that such undertakings generate, in all but

the most serious cases. The opportunities for reprisal even

after an outcome favorable to the parents, and the difficulties

oi enforcing such a deci,sion in the face of an intranSigent

school district, 90 pose too great a risk.

Middle and upper class parents do not fade such high odds,

for they ,have an exit strategy.91 Their complaints typicallY

assert the inability of the local school district to provide

"appropriate" education and claim reimbursement for tuition in
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private schools. If this proves unsuccessful, these parentS can

pay for the private schooling themselves. Lower'class parents do

npt hive this option; when they are involved in hearings at all,

it is most often to resiyst changes proposed by the school, rather

than to initiate change.92 The ongoing nature of their

relationship with the school system ineans.that circumspection is

probably in the 'best interests of these parents. This pattern

points up an impor'tant Imitation on the capacity of due process
9

to bring about change in professionally,run bureaucracies. It

also raises questions about the wisdom Of placing primary

reliance on due process to effect policy change. .

(c)
.6

Style of Hearings

Adversariness and legilism seem to characterize the conduct .

of hearings.93 Rather than the informal negotiating format

envisaged by some of the policy makers we interviewed, the due

process hearings tend to provide a.forum for culmination Of long

term bad relations between the school and the parents

involved.94 Involving lawyers aggravates the situation,

rendering proceedings more legalistic.95 Emphasis on compliance,

with procedural matters such as notices, signatures and time

, deadlines offers an easy Substitute for harder substantive

questions such as ..the meaning to be giyen to the word
, a

"appropriate" in the phrase "free, appropriate, public education"

in a kiven case. This legalistic pattern seems particularly

evident in the earlier stages of implementation. As schools have
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learned o comply with the forms of the law opportunities for

evasion have diminished, and there is some evidence of reduced

formalism, as in reliance 9n "prehearing hearings" and

negotiations among 'the participants."

,Parents generally reported both considerable expense and

psychological cost in the hearing process. They Often felt

themselves blamed either for being bad parents or for being

troublemakers. Many perceived the ,school district officials to

be lying:

-I've been through eeizures and everything else
with her, and this has been the worst affair Of
my life.

It's been hell. Absolute hell. I seldom speak
about it, even to my husband because- I find that
it gets me extremely upset.

My hands right now are sh.9;king as I am talking to
yon about it. I'm cold and I get that same
horrible feeling all over ... [Blut I,feel that
its very hard to sit across from someone 2 or 3
feet away and have them lie blatantly and not be
able to say anything about it.97

Schocal districts regarded the hearings as expensive, time

Consuming, and a threat to their professional judgment and

skill. The private school placements which parents often sought

are enormously costly and also carry an implied criticism of the

public school program. Directors of special education programs

often regarded parents seeking these .placements as '''ripping off"

the school system, depriving other children of the benefits that

wourd otherwise accrue to the public school program.98 They

complained about inconsistency in interpreting the

appropriateness criterion from one hearing to' the next and

difficulties in accounting to the school4board for expensive new

41
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services endorsed in hearings.99 Special educition

administrators see themslves as 'caught in a cross-fire between

parents and hearings officers who charge them with denying

entitlemonts iind school hoards who blame then for failing to hold

the line on expensive new services.
7, ^

Some school districts which have experienced a number of

hearings have developed an array of defensive strategies. There

are reports of districts tape-recording IEP meetings, retaining.

lawyers, tightening up On procedUres10° and interpreting

education and related services narrowly; all ways of sticking to

the letter of the laW.101 Other distribts negotiated extra

services with parents who promised not to pursue, a hearing, or

threatened to demand a heaping in order tO coerce parents into

accepting an MP. 102 4

While a few participants in due process hearings regarded

them as positive experiences, allowing some sort of catharsis and

a forum in which an independent party could suggest a

solution,103 most held a negative view. *In many dnstances,

hearings have* become an 'additional weapon with which the

disputants can bludgeon one another. Parents see themselves as

pursuing the best interests of their child while the school'

district is anxious to preserve limited resources.

The negative effects of the due process hearings should not

be exaggerated. Even though they impose a high' economic and

psychological cost on all involved, their incidence is .

concentrated on relatively- few schooi districts. Fdrthermore,

these are districts where parents:, have ,a long history of

dissatisfaction with the'school system.104 The hearings provide
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an arena_ in_ which old conflicts are played out, and sometimes

escalated. In view of this the assertiod that the introduction

of due !irocess procedures has caused relations between schools

and parents to deteriorate must he treated with extreme caution.
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r IV THE APPROPRIATENESS OF THE LEGALIZATIciN AODEL:

THE WIDER CONTEXT

A Introduction

The implementation studies discussed in Section 'III.assess

the appropriateness of legalization in ipecial educatibn without

either attending to the wider comtext of the education system or

proposing plausible alternative means of rectifying the

indisputable abuses 'of the past. To focus on the dde process.

procedures in isolation and to identify the undesirable effects

lisociated with them is to miss the broader institutional changes
I

associated 'with the legislation, of which the due process

14ocedures form an integral component.

Passage of PL 94-142 has had an enormous effect on special

education. More thaci 230,000 children were ident/fied and
,

provided with:education within the first two-years after passage

of the law' and the rate of increase is steady .105 Alth.ough

appropriations are'now ,falling below Authorizations, ihere has

been an infusion of $950 million in federal funds Over the first

two years of the program, increasing to lver $800".million in each
.14

of 1980 and 1981.1" Although reduced.substantially under the

Reagan AdminiOtration, special educaticin has prdvecrtd be lessdi

casualty ttl'an other social welfare programs.07 'This

represents an enormous increase in special education expenditure

which has produced not only cash:benefits, but also augmented thee

prestige and attractiVeness of special education as a field of
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endeavor. The formal procedures mandate& by the Education for

All Handicapped Children Act are in place and many new -programs

a are being developed in school distfi.cts.

Much of this change might have been achieved without

reliance on such a legilized poltcy style. Lmplicit tn the

ciiticisms of due process procedures is the suggestion that the

%kers were wrong in'beltevitig thta the legalized model
/was essential to achieve their purposes, and that legalization is

inappropriate in the context of educatidn. Even ii we remain

skeptical about the causal,links between the due process hearings
4

and the effe,:ts attributed to them by the studies canvassed in

'Part III, there is reason enough to raise concerns, about the

appropriateness of the' due process prbcedures in the school

setting. 108 It may be that some issues are not amenable to*

legalized treatmentl°9 and that education is one' of these, but in'

our view that witl depend ,on analysis of the particular

situation. In the conteXt of special education, it involves

studying the effects of legalization going beyond mere.

consideration of the hearings process to look at the inPaCt .'of

legalization on the wider institutional setting.

8 Legalization an& De-Legalization

Legalization, a relatively new phenomenon in the schools

'context,11.0 is more familiar n public life generally, where

trends alternate between reliance on formal, procedural Justice
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on the one hand and Informal, substantive .justice on the

111other. The civil rights era and the War on Poveety heavily

emphasized : rights, lawYerss 'courts and forinal procedhres.112
4 A

Those who studied tilos4 movements in the late 1966s ahd early

1970s began to doubf the extent to which substantive goals could- ,

be achieved through the legal módbl, especially where the poor

were the intended benef,iciariest1f3. The mid 1970s, by contrast,

saw 'the rise of an interest in delegalization, emphasizing

informal methods of. dispute resolution, arbitration, inediation, .

negotiation, ombudsmen and community dispute resolution

)enters.114-

Underlying this dynamic is the Janus-faced nature of
,

legalization. , In. itS,posItive aspect,. legalization malcgs several

promises. It, is a vehicle by which individuil citizens may*
.

redress the balance 'between theMselves and the 'state or other

powerful opposing interests: It provides access to individuals

unable to summon the . political resources needed to obtain a

legislative majority in modern polities. It offers .principled
4

?
decision-miking

*

An impartial, procedwally "balanced forum. It

emPhasizes accountability , administrative regularity and the
0

reduction Of arbitrariness.115 In its Other face, -legalization .

can turn into legalism,. arid formality .116 Equality before the

law is too often dependent on access to . resources. It can also .

lead to the 'saAs of _ .pathologies defensivenes, delay,

hostility , expense - adverted io in Pari III. Empha'sis on

. accountability an d reduc tion of arbitrariness imply a .mistrust of '
. 0

those administering policy; that in turn May inhi bit the *,

I.

creative exercise Of professional discretion and judiment.
,
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This duality of the legal model ,plays itself out in the

special education'area; Previo sly, handicapped children were

excluded from school and from their share .of -the education

dollar; those 'given some instruction were often badly treated by

the education system. Atter years of unsuccessful political

efforts; the courts were called on to restructure power

relationships in the education organization that excluded the

handicapped, and to legitimate their claims by declaring that

they had a right to a free and appropriate public education. The

embodiment of this value in the law meant that handicapped

children could no longer be excluded from school and that their

claims to education were legitimated. Arguments to the contrary

were nullified. Legal sanctions were.now available to enforce

the right. The argument has now mOved on beyond the question of

admission to the question ofsiethe ,,suality of education to/which

the handicapped are entitled.

Questions of quality and the appropriate education are

controversial in two respects. First, the meaning of an

appropriate education is perenially controversial. Leaving the

Criteria unspecified may have been politically expedient- for

Congress but its specific content must be determined at some

point in the process. To a great,extent these criteria'wilr be

elaborated through the hearing and review process, as the parties

make their arguments over the content of an appropriate education

for handicapped children.

Leaving substantive determinations to hearing officers has

both the virtues and the vices of legalization. It contemplates

principled arguments about the amount and type of.services due to
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a given child. The scope for principled argument may in itself

be seen as a good, compared to such alternatives as centralized

bureaucratic decision-making with its attendant problems of

distance and rigid categorizations or professional judgments

which are often paternalistic and give undue weight to the needs

of the professionals at the expense of the handicapped student.

The legalized model also creates problems.17 Handicapped

children are accorded, formal rights not made available to other

children in .the education system. There is, for instance, a

tendency for

reality that

-71iudgets and

distribution

system.

rights to know no dollar limitations.118 Yet the

school administrators face is that they have limited

'Must make difficult decisions about the just

of those funds among competing sectors of the school

The effect of PL 94-142 is to segment that decision-
,-

making power, emPowering hearing officers from outside the school
,.

administration to make decisions about potentially large slices

of the' school's budget. It is not clear whether the hearing

1officer is supposed to take into account the budgetary-realities

of the school system as a whole, of the special education segment

of that sYstem, or just to consider the educational merits et-the

program preposed for a particular child. \
,

NNSecond, ambiguity surrounding the word ' ,appropriate"

-----:

produces tension between schools and parents.119 School

officials complain about parents looting the public treasury to

obtain private school placements and express frustration thae'

they feel unable to put these sorts of arguments to the hearings

officers. This limitation may be attributable to the tendency of

due process hearings to individualize problems but it is not a i

//

/
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necessary interpretation of the legislation. Acting on this

perception, school administrators are iesorting to indirect means

of protecting funds, adopting defensive or-delaying .tactics, and

attemPting to translate arguments based on the needs of the

school system in general into arguments about a particular

child. For their part, parents' expectations may have been

raised to unreal levels by the law. Their concern is likely to

reside exclusively with their child; in their eyes the word

"appropriate" may have come to mean whatever is appropriate

regardless of the cost. This would explain parental frustration

wIth school districts, and their perception concerning the lack

of candor in the school officials with whom they deal.

While 'this dispute over the relevance of\costs is partly

attributable to the fact that entitlements of handicapped

children, 'hut not those of non-handicapped children, are clearly

spelled out, it is also partly a fUnction of the adjudicative

process itself. The hearings mechanism is, in its ideal form, a

case-by-case proCess; it formallY\assumes that two parties are

disputing in a contextual vacuum. l'hat fiction alone is enough

to give rise to considerable frustratIons. Moreover, different

hearing officers will render different\decisions on similar

cases. There is no consistent interpretatic* of "appropriate",

and there does not appear to be much commun cation between

hearing officers about their decisions. 120 While tt1.3,Nmay change

as precedents are developed, several factors - the variegated

nature of appropriatenqss, coupled with the fact that hearings

officers lack either the legal or educational expertise to render

consistent judgements and the variahility of schools and
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handicapping conditions makes consistency unlikely.

Modest changes in the law would improve the situation. For

one,' the legislation should be amended to make it clear that

arguments based on the overall needs of the school system

(subject to proof and open to challenge in the hearing) are

germane to the question of appropriateness."1 Use of informal

dispute resolution techniques-seems to be producing good results,

and should be encouraged.122 Greater information, attention to

problems at an early stage of development and the Use of

mediation techniques prevent the escalation of conflict in a

significant number of cases.122

The broadest concerns relate to the effects of legalization

of special education on the school as a bureaucratic/professional

organization. 124 Schools are netwOrks of relationships. They

face serious problems of coordination, confronting acutely

complex questions of Aistibutive justice among different elements

of their program, of management vis a vis their own professional

staff, and of accountability to the community, especially to the

parents of currently enrolled students. The meaning of a good

education is controversial, and limited in any case by funding

realities. Potential lines of conflict run in every

direction: between school hoard and principal, school board and

teachers, teachers and principal, teacher and student, and

teacher and parents.

The effect of legalization on special education entails a

radical reorientation of this comPlex network. On the positive

side, it empowers what was previously an out group. The

handicapped must now be included in policy decisions. No one in
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the School system can maintain any longer that handicapped

children should be excluded from school, at least not publicly.

Admittedly there may be covert attempts to exclude the

handicapped but this very covertness to a significant degree

deprives such arguments of much of their force. The force of

the state and the m;ral authority of the law is available to the

handicapped. In arguments over services and resources the

claimants can point .to their legal entitlement to rebut the

ariuments of their opponents. The IEP has the force of law 1.nd.

parents and special education teachers can use this to pr ss

their claims on behalf of handicapped children. Parents of Ikhe

handicapped can also look to the law as defining the r

entitlement rather than being obliged to appeal, forlornly as'w s

formerly the case, to the generosiiry of the school system. --in

short, PL 94-142 effects a shift in bargaining power, and

preverits the claims of the handicapped from being fobbed off.. As

has been said in the context of anti-discrimination laws:,' "We

like to use reason, not force. It isn't right to talk,eason

out of one side of your mouth and law out of the other, but

before the law was passed they weren't as willing to listen to

reason" .125

Legalization has also changed the status of the special

education professional. In an era of shrinking education

budgets, special education has received an infusion, of ,new

money. It has become an attractive area for new teachers and a

way for existing teachers to earn additibnal salary and avoid

retrenchment. Special education teachers are aSsuming places in

school administrations which, hitherto, they had not-held, and
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this too willtfect the organizational goals of schools and

Strengthen the perceived legitimacy of the claims of the

\handicaPped.

\Against these gains, the pathologies of legalization must be\

owned. There is some evidence that the values promoted by the

legislation are provoking reactions from the education

community. Increasingly there are assertions that "These/

handiCapped kids are getting to much", "We're swamped with paper

work", "All kids deserve individual treatment" and the like.

The evidence of defensive strategies is also disquieting.

Neither of these developments is surprising. Desite

Increased funding there are too few resogrces to treat, all

handicapped children individually. 126 By distinguishing the

handicapped children from the regulak school network and granting

00
them rights not enjoyed by other school children, Congre4 has

set up a potential for distortion in.the allocation of

resources. This potential is aggravated by the legal model which

treats the partfes to a dispute as discrete from the.system in

which they are located.

Finally, legalization betrays a mistrust of schools. It

may inhibit the discretion of professionals127 whose judgment

should be exercised creatively on behalf of the Child.128 In

the past that distrust may haye been richly deserved. But

legalizaLion can be a blunt instrument, undermining healthy as

well as malevolent exercise of discretion., Special education

teachers !low find themselves as "defendants" in due process

hearings. This represents a marked change from their self-

perception, prior to passage of PL 94-142 as lone advocates for
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the handicapped child. Froth the viewpoint of the handicapped it

would be disastrous to alienate this 'group, particularly in view

of,theii; role as primary service providers and thetr new status

in the school hierarchy. Encouraging.mediation and negotiation,

rather than d!ie process hearings, should diminish this danger.

Moreover, res, lution of the appropriateness issue should release

special educators from the somewhat false position in which they

now find themselves covertly having to argue on behalf of the

needs of the school system. Once recognized as legitmate, the

system's needs could be advaneed openly by representatives of the

wider interests leaving special educators to put the case for,

their component of the system. Parents would not maintain unreal

expectations. In this way, parents and teachers could be

reunited in the task of providing the best

budget cens.traints, for handicapped children.

education, within

Finally, the utility of the due process hearing as ,a

cOmpliance device is dubious. Individualization, lack of

coordination and the settlement, of strategic cases. to avoid

hearings suggest systemic problems which may be missed' by the

individualized nature of the hearings. Hearings alone are ill-

suited for the task of preeipiating systemic review and

reform.129 Agency-wide review, law reform litigation and

political change remain key parts of appraising and modifying ady

program:

Only in the context of those wider-considerations may the

appropriateness of legalization be assessed. Legalization was

appropriate and nck:essary to jolt the education system into

according handicapped children a fair share of the education



pie. The shortcomings of uncritical l'eliance on legalization

were foreseeable, even though they were probably not foreseen 'toy

the policy makers. As the system comes to\accept the Oesence of
,

handicapped children and recognizes the legitimacy of their
\

claims and as special education teachers,acquire new status in

school hierarchies, there are sound reasons', to diminish reliance

on some aspects of the legalized structure oi special education.

o
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'The American

emphasized rights

rights era, the

SECTION

CONCLUSION

legal and political culture has

and individualism.

Supreme Court

constructing a legal

Fourteenth Amendment.

that era dominated the

Claims on 'the Political

charter

historically

During the 1960s civil

heightened this

for minority groups

emphasis by

out of the

The intellectual currents arising out.of

political culture until quite recentlY.

system were expressed in the language of

rights; the courts, rather than legislatures, served as the chief

forum fcr the disenfranchised. 'tights and the due process of

law became the political manifesto of blacks, native Americans

and the, pooi. Public interest law, class action litigation and

the .LegaI Services Program were, in their various ways,

manifestations of the importance of legal modes of action during

this period, and the activity in the courts forced legislatures

into new policy areas.

The legalization of special education is but one instance

albeit a particularly interesting oneof the dpminance of legal

ideas in the formation of-public policy at the time. Not onry

did the astute use of courts produce.pressure for legislative

action on education for the handicapped, but the influence .of

legal,ideas also fundamentally shaped the policy developed in the

legislative setting. The legalization of this area of policy

marked a radical departure from traditional professional and

bureaucratic modes of delivering government services. Its
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:primary reliance on legal concepts and procedures to achieve its

objectives ake the Education for All Handicapped Children Act

singular example of legalization as a policy-making style.

The continued prominence of legalization as a polity making

style seems less likely. The force of the civil rights era

which gave so much impetus to .the development of 'the special

education policy, is spent. The rhetoric of rights has waned

calls for smaller government, lower taxes and budget.cuts produce

a climate skeptical of new claims on the public sector and

doubtful about many of the old ones. It may well turn out that

many of these rights turn out to have clay feet as the tide of

'budget cuts, legislative repeal and circumspection in the courts

-sees some rights disappear. The Supreme Court decision in the

Pennhurst case,13° narrowly construing the statutory requirement

of a "minimally adequate habitation" in "the least restrictive

environment", presages a less interventionist role for the

courts. Budget cuts may also force people with opposing rights

into conflict with one another in zero sum encounters4 All of

this will serve to diminish the "trump card" quality of rights

and force lobbyists on to other strategies for achieving the.p.

objectives.

This is not to suggest, however, that legalization will

disappear from public life; for the valdes it symbolizes are too

-deeply embedded in the political culture. The federal treatment

1
special education was a high water mark in the developmebt of

legalization and the resultant legislation established new

methods of government service delivery. The lessons to be

learned speak to individuals' rights to enjoy essential public
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services and to participate in decisions affecting delivery of

those services. These values remain fundamental in American

public life. Yet there are also lessons to he learned about the

complex nature of organizations and the halancing of all

Interests within those organizations. Legalization is a

powerful tool which needs to he understdod and used

sensitively. In the long run, there can be no etsy solution to

the difficult questions of distribution in organizations with

conflicting Interests competing for"liMited funds. Outright

exclusion such as handicapped children suffered is no answer;

neither is the enfranchisement of one group with little effort to ,

relate that group's needs to those of other claimants. \ Those

who would undertake the legalization of a policy area muSt take

careful account of the context into which the policy is

introduced for only in this way can the appropriateness of

legalizition be weighed against alternative policy courses.
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